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843.681.6283 Think. Create. Communicate. 

Collaboration is a critical component of any ultimately successful marketing and branding initiative. Much like an 
engine, it only takes one weak part to wreak havoc on the entire effort. We can’t afford for that to happen, so we 
take great care to make sure our assumptions are accurate, our decisions are rational, our plan is solid, and our 
ideas are inspiring!  As the process continues, the momentum will build and confidence will replace concern. The 
team begins to take on desired responsibilities and the entire branding initiative takes on an energy of it’s 
own.  
 
The list of assignments may seem overwhelming at first, yet the challenge is soon met with tenacity and  
excitement over the broad scope of it’s influence. Ideas and initiative replace skepticism and uncertainty.  
The Market The Target™ | Branding exercise includes, but is not limited to the following: Naming, Tag-lines, 
new brand standards to include new color pallet, fonts, logos, templates for Word, Excel and PowerPoint, look and 
feel, images, value propositions, both short and long, sales ideas, props, tools and more. Consistency is King 
across the multiple communication paths to include internal as well as external company and product literature, the 
website, stationary, business cards, email templates, signatures, etc. 
 
Be expected to step up and take responsibility for specific tasks, some of which you may be ill qualified. Anticipate 
delays, so make aggressive plans, set realistic objectives and expect the unexpected. It’s the nature of the 
beast. This is a formidable undertaking, but well worth it. Especially when you begin to see smiling faces, excited  
participants and fully engaged leaders.  

Our definition of branding is the process of creating a unique and identifiable “image” or “mental  
perception” that distinguishes a company, and/or the products or services they provide, from its  
competitors. This is achieved through effective advertising whether it be TV or radio commercials, print media, 
the worldwide web, logos, taglines, images, ads, brochures, videos, promos, interviews, public relations etc. 

The reason why branding is so important is 
quite obvious. It determines whether we say 
yes or no to a company, a product or  
service. Research tells us that people buy 
things for a variety of reasons. In our Market 
The Target™ | Branding exercise we take 
the time to detail the specific and various 
reasons why people say ’yes’ or ’no’ to  
companies and their products and/or 
services. Once we know ’why,’ we can 
begin to craft a multi-faceted marketing plan 
that will target, attract and persuade the 
right buyers. Fueled with this acute  
awareness we can then motor our way 
through a series of exercises that will allow 
us to make important decisions about how 
we communicate our value proposition, in all 
of it’s forms, throughout the spectrum.  

BRANDING OVERVIEW 
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All we have to do is look to Apple to see the power of a brand. Their simple picture of an apple with a single bite 
out of one side has become the most prolific symbol of brand success in the history of the world. So, if you don’t 
think branding is important, think again. It’s the impression (the feeling, the belief) that people have about our 
company, our products and services that leads people to choose us over someone else. Who we are, what we do, 
how we do it, where we do it, any of which may play a key role in the decisions people make. 

 
The Market The Target™ | Branding exercise is appropriate for key sales and marketing executives in your 
organization. This includes the executive team,  sales managers, sales executives, marketing executives, product 
development, corporate communications and beyond. This is a critically important communication project.  

 

2 - Day  Market The Target™  |  Branding Exercise - Sample Agenda 

Day 1 Day 2 

Welcome / Introduction / The Trivium Review & Agenda 

The Purpose / The Promise / The Plan 
Assignments: The Look — New Brand Standards: 

Fonts, Images, Color Pallet, Logos, Templates 

Logic: The Art of Thinking 2nd Stab — The Value Proposition 

The Roadmap Process Sales Ideas, Commercials, Props, Sales Tools 

Outcome Orientation — Target 
Report: The Look—New Brand Standards: Fonts,  

Images, Color Pallet, Logos, Templates 

Lessons From Patton — Attract Review and Wrap-Up! 

The Motivator — Persuade List of What Needs to Be Done 

Our 1st Stab — The Value Proposition — Articulated Roles and Responsibilities 

The Brand, The Image, The Feel, The Company Name Dates and Deadlines and Role-out 

The Tag-Line & The Logo Closing Remarks 

At Client Location: We will fly to your corporate offices or an off-site location of choice anywhere in the world.  
At The Harbour Town Yacht Club: As a Trivium Performance client you can take full advantage of our corporate 
rate at this beautiful waterfront resort on Hilton Head Island.  GoTo www.triviumperformance.com/new-boardroom/ 

BRANDING OVERVIEW 
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